



I was wondering the other day with the issue of weather forecasting becoming increasingly 
important just how accurate is the Bureau of Meteorology (www.bom.gov.au) compared to 
commercially available localised weather stations. Localised units come at a cost but are 
marketed as offering increased accuracy, flexibility and are mobile offering the end user the facility 
to move them from site to site within for example a golf course. 


With Turf Managers increasingly utilising the concept of Degree Days and predictive modelling 
getting accurate information relevant to your particular site is increasingly important. Bonnie Doon 
Golf Club which has 4 x OmneTurf units installed offering air temperature/humidity/pressure and 
PAR light levels and the closest BOM site at Sydney Airport. We took a random 55 day period and 
ran the data looking at maximum and minimum air temperatures alone from one location at 
Bonnie Doon vs the BOM site. Using these criteria there was a strong positive correlation of over 
0.82.


Maximum temperature levels were strongly correlated and no significant differences existed in the 
recorded temps. 


However, with the minimal recorded levels a significant difference did exist between the 
localised and BOM data with the the minimum temperature differences recorded over this period 
showing the Omne system giving mean difference over -2.5C. The reasons for this could be 
widespread but no doubt despite their relatively close proximity to each other Bonnie Doon is 
closer to the coast and consequently cools down significantly more than the BOM site location.


I guess the question is what does this mean in reality? If we are using a PGR calculator and this 
needs to be applied every 200 GDD a -2.54 Centigrade difference in temperature can have a 
pretty major impact.


Using the BOM data reapplication using the 200 day GDD model would reoccur after 37 days. In 
contrast the Omne data suggests that the 200 GDD tip off point occurs after 27 days. Some 
difference!


http://www.bom.gov.au


Maximum Temperature Data 

Comparing Omne Data generated at Bonnie Doon Golf Club with BOM site at Sydney Airport 


Maximum Temperatures


Table: Pearson's product-moment correlation: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Test statistic   df       P value       Alternative hypothesis    cor  

---------------- ---- ----------------- ------------------------ -------

     13.09        54   2.177e-18 * * *         two.sided          0.872 

------------------------------------------------------------------------


F test to compare two variances 

Table: F test to compare two variances:


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Test statistic   num df   denom df   P value   Alternative hypothesis ratio of variances

---------------- -------- ---------- --------- -----------------------------------------

     0.6637         55              55          0.1316          two.sided      	 	 0.6637  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


The p-value of F-test is p = 0.1316. It’s greater than the significance level alpha = 0.05. In 
conclusion, there is no significant difference between the variances of the two sets of data. 
Therefore, we can use the classic t-test witch assume equality of the two variances.


Table:  Two Sample t-test: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Test statistic   df    P value   Alternative hypothesis   mean of x   mean of y 

---------------- ----- --------- ------------------------ ----------- -----------

     1.539        110   0.1266          two.sided            28.86       27.58   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------


The p-value of the test is 0.1266, which is not less than the significance level alpha = 0.05. We 
can conclude that there is not significant difference in the Omne and BOM data.




Minimum Temperatures 

Table: Pearson's product-moment correlation 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Test statistic   df       P value       Alternative hypothesis    cor   

---------------- ---- ----------------- ------------------------ --------

     10.93        54   2.665e-15 * * *         two.sided          0.8299 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------


Table: F test to compare two variances: 

-------------------------------------------------------------------

 Test statistic   num df   denom df   P value   Alternative hypothesis 

---------------- -------- ---------- --------- ------------------------

     1.612             55               55      0.07948         two.sided        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------

 ratio of variances 

--------------------

       1.612        

———————


The p-value of F-test is p = 0.07948. It’s greater than the significance level alpha = 0.05. In 
conclusion, there is are no significant differences between the variances of the two sets of data. 
Therefore, we can use the classic t-test which assumes equality of the two variances.


Table: Welch Two Sample t-test: `Min` and `BOMmin` (continued below) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Test statistic   df        P value       Alternative hypothesis   mean of x 	 mean of y

---------------- ----- ----------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------

     -5.436       104.3       3.602e-07 * * *         two.sided            15.06   	 17.62

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


The p-value of the test is 3.6021e-07, which is less than the significance level alpha = 0.05. We 
can conclude that there are highly significant differences between the  Omne system and 
BOM data with the minimum data readings. 

Table: Paired t-test: `Min` and `BOMmin` (continued below) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Test statistic   df       P value       Alternative hypothesis mean of differences

---------------- ---- ----------------- -----------------------------------------

     -12.37       55   1.616e-17 * * *         two.sided      	 -2.556  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------



